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Mission Statement
Our mission at Pflugerville Academic Center of Excellence is to provide a quality, accelerated education with a commitment to excellence by facilitating academic and behavioral

learning in a safe and nurturing environment. We will help foster independent self-learners and quality, self-governing citizens who will function productively in their post high
school lives. 

 

Our students are...
Productive citizens committed to the community.

Enthusiastic learners who practice continual self-development.
Sensitive to others’ needs and feel safe, both physically and emotionally.

Applying and understanding technology.
Positive role models.

Setting challenging personal goals to achieve their full potential.
Effective problem solvers and decision makers who communicate clearly and work well independently and as team members.

Vision
Pflugerville Academic and Career Education High School (PACE HS) has an extraordinarily unique approach to alternative education. A PACE HS graduate will receive a coveted

PACE High School diploma, that opens the same doors a diploma from a traditional high school would along with the pride so many of our graduates feel. Like other alternative
schools, we offer smaller class sizes than traditional school. What puts us apart comes from the passion and commitment of our staff and students. It has led to arrive at solutions to

help all of our students achieve. A large part of that commitment is our over arching questions for every thing we do, “What would you want for your own child?”

 

We offer teacher led, targeted instruction to accelerate student learning, while providing remediation where needed. The teachers focus on relevant, real-world lessons that put the
learning in context. This allows students to retain more and learn faster. Our instruction is also augmented by online instruction, when appropriate.

 

We offer many career and tech opportunities, including, a variety of construction trades and floral design courses. We also offer entrepreneurship courses that include t-shirt printing,
outdoor education, food trailer and furniture making. These courses teach students to have a stronger self-efficacy, as well as learn business skills and leadership skills.

 

At PACE HS, we also believe in teaching students to be servant and character-based leaders. PACE students plan and organize community service events; including, festivals for
special needs students, anthologies with retired citizens, volunteering at Spartan runs as well as many other.

 

PACE HS is truly a positive life changing event for everyone who attends the Pflugerville Academic Center of Excellence High School. Come be part of the Pfamily.
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Core Beliefs
"Education is the great equalizer." – Dr. MLK Jr.

Success in education is key. This cannot be optional. There are many barriers, challenges and distractions. Most learners are kinesthetic or visual. Most teaching is auditory. Young
learners are divergent thinkers. Most instruction is convergent thinking. We focus on differentiated instruction, so we can reach many different learning styles, while teaching students

to succeed in settings outside of their comfort zone. We also teach students to think.

One of the challenges that some of our students have is a poverty cycle. Without a quality education and training, they will be stuck in entry level jobs and continue the cycle. We
want to have each student ready for continuing their education at a University, Junior College, trade school as well as being ready for a start in a career, skipping the entry level job.

 

"Darkness can’t chase out darkness, only light can do that. Hate can’t chase out hate, only love can do that." - Dr. MLK Jr.

Punishment tells us what and where we can’t or shouldn't do or go. Inspiration shows us what and where we can or should do or go. Inspiration creates the wonderful. I just don’t see
how you can get to wonderful through punishment. We are in the pursuit of the wonderful. – Mike Harvey

I’m not saying that there is no need for punishment. When you need to tell a student that they shouldn't do something, then an appropriate consequence is necessary. Just don’t
expect them to all of the sudden find “the light." Holding a grudge, holding love or a relationship hostage or making the consequences more severe won’t get you there either. You

will be frustrated and possibly unprofessional. Your next job after a consequence is to continue inspiring the student.

There are an infinite number right and wonderful decisions, but there that many wrong or poor decisions. It is possible to have an infinite number of punishments and still not get to a
right or wonderful decision in your lifetime. It is like showing a student that there are an infinite number of doors. The student starts opening them. Every time a wrong door is

opened, then the student will get shocked. Imagine the frustration and the resentment that develops. By inspiring, we open and show doors to right and wonderful decisions. If they
live and feel the wonderful, they keep that forever. They can become addicted to wonderful. Most importantly, by showing it to them, they know where to look in the future.

 

“If you treat an individual as he (she) is, he will remain how he (she) is. But if you treat him (her) as if he (she) were what he (she) ought to be and could be, he (she) will become
what he (she) ought to be and could be.” - Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Students learn compassion and understanding for others, while understanding that the world doesn’t revolve around themselves. We do not segregate students in to superficial special
groups and celebrate each group. We celebrate each individual student’s uniqueness and how we can all work together and respect each other. The students work with special needs

students, veterans, retired and the homeless. This also gives us a chance to catch students doing something wonderful and praise them for it.

 

We are all dealing with something in our lives, even the staff. Yours is not better or worse than mine. Yours is yours and mine is mine. – PACE students

Don’t judge others by their struggles. Help them through it. This does mean that you have to be honest, even if honesty may not be what the other person wants to hear. If your friend
is going to do something that is not in their best interest or in the best interest of others, a true friend will disagree or intervene. If you are afraid of being a snitch or not holding them
accountable, then you are part of the problem. Passively letting your friend spiral out of control is not being supportive, it makes you the most dangerous person in your friend’s life.
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Treat every student as much as possible as your own child. – Mike Harvey

A parent does not give up on their child every time they make a mistake. They take appropriate action to teach the child right from wrong. This is done with love and the best
intentions. A parent listens to their child to understand what they are dealing with, so the parent can use their experience and wisdom to guide the child through their troubles and

confusions.

 

If morals are sufficient, rules are not necessary. – 8th Habit

When people have responsible behavior, we don’t need to try to control them with rules. The stronger your character, the more freedom you experience.
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment
Demographics

Demographics Summary

PACE HS students mostly come from PfISD campuses. This year, PACE HS is opening to transfers from outside the district. Although it is difficult to categorize a "PACE student" in
the traditions metrics, our students are typically seeking an alternative way of completing high school. Traditional schools have not worked for our students for one reason or another.
Many students have social anxiety and find a home at PACE. 

Student Demographics - PACE (Source:
OnDataSuite)

2023-2024

Total Enrollment 92

African American 21.7%

Hispanic 57.6%

White 16.3%

American Indian 0.0%

Asian 2.2%

Pacific Islander 0.0%

Two or More Races 2.2%

Student Special Program Identification -
PACE (Source: OnDataSuite & TAPR)

2023-2024
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Student Special Program Identification -
PACE (Source: OnDataSuite & TAPR)

Economically
Disadvantaged

36.96%

Emergent
Bilingual

28.3%

At-Risk 96.7%

Special
Education

22.8%

Gifted &
Talented

5.4%

Dyslexia 7.6%

Section 504 27.2%

Immigrant 2.2%

Homeless 0.0%

Migrant 0.0%

Campus
Mobility Rate

not yet reported

 Our staff has created a school totally unique from many other approaches to alternative education. It is so unique that many people, with a fixed mindset, do not understand it at first,
however the parents and student do. They see the growth, improvement, confidence and transformation. Our teachers build strong relationships and develop trust, that allows them to
coach and mentor students. Our teachers reinforce a positive, supportive culture that allows for students to help and positively influence other students. They use strong instructional
strategies to both accelerate and remediate student learning. We have a wealth of experienced teachers, as well as a good mix of new staff, who are dedicated to PACE / PCC and the
student we serve. 

Years at
Staff PACE PCC

20+ yrs 3

15 -19 yrs 1 1

10-14 yrs 1
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Years at
5-9 yrs 1 1

0-4 yrs 4 4

Demographics Strengths

A PACE student was once asked what makes PACE special. He answered, " Everyone at PACE is going through something, even the staff. We understand that. Mine is mine and
theirs are theirs. We allow each other to work through it." We are open about what we are working through and acknowledge it. That allows us to be honest and address it. We give
each other space and wish the best for each other. We don't stand around and try to minimize our struggles, by inflating others people's struggles. These varying viewpoints, mixed
with openness, allows us to grow. 

Problem Statements Identifying Demographics Needs

Problem Statement 1: Our students have a wide variety of needs. As the number of students grow and the needs increase, we will need to make sure PACE is staffed appropriately to
ensure students are successful.   Root Cause: Increased need in the district for alternative education.  
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Student Learning

Student Learning Summary

Latest State testing simulation (using AEP tables)

 

PACE Outcomes
(Summer 2021, Fall
2021, Spring 2022):

Alg I Eng 1 Eng 2 Bio US Hist Totals Total %

Total Tests 16 20 30 24 36 126

Did Not Meet 8 8 14 4 10 44

Approaches or Above 8 12 16 20 26 82 65

Meets or Above 1 1 10 5 13 30 24%

Masters 0 0 0 0 6 6 5%

Component Score 31 +
Bonus Points 5 Total
Domain 1 Score 36
Letter Grade B

Student Learning Strengths

Last year, only 2 students graduated via IGC. The rest of the the graduates fulfilled all state testing requirements. 

Students typically want to be at PACE and take advantage of what is offered here. This motivation, allows teachers to impact students more. 

Problem Statements Identifying Student Learning Needs

Problem Statement 1 (Prioritized): Need to increase rate and number of credits earned by each student, with the goal of students graduating in 4 years.   Root Cause: 1- Effectively
identifying students at the home campuses in time to meet the 4 year goal 2- Continue to increase engagement, as well as remediation and intervention techniques.  
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Problem Statement 2: Students come to PACE with very engrained avoidance strategies, including; sleeping, hanging out on restroom (some had as 504 accommodation), phone
usage and skipping class.   Root Cause: Lack of academic success and fear of failure as well as modifying behavior from outbursts and disruptions to more acceptable ways to avoid
academics.  

Problem Statement 3: The increasingly use of AI to do student assignments.   Root Cause: Easy access to AI and increased difficulty to track AI used in place of academic
integrity.  
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School Processes & Programs

School Processes & Programs Summary

PACE HS Focuses on building the entire student. The belief is that not only does this improve each student's life, but by building all aspects of a student, it has a greater, positive
impact on academics.

We offer high interest programs, including; construction, floral design, entrepreneurship, t-shirt printing, publishing, etc. PACE HS also plans events for district special needs
students.  

Student instruction is mostly teacher led. This allows for higher engagement, differentiation, behavior management, building relationships, student self-efficacy and more. 

For the first time, we will run a 12 period A/B block schedule with a flex Friday for tutoring, remediation and intervention. 

School Processes & Programs Strengths

Our schedule, combined with small, teacher led classes, allows students to accelerate their learning.

PACE / PCC Staff are very strong in developing relationships as well as building a strong, healthy, supportive culture. 

Problem Statements Identifying School Processes & Programs Needs

Problem Statement 1: 90 min A/B block seems to be too long for student to maintain focus in classes. Students need often breaks, which leads to skipping.   Root Cause:
90 min A/B block seem to be too long, where a straight 8 or 7 is too short and does not allow for student to maximize credit acquisition.  

Problem Statement 2: As we take more students, some classes become very big. This limits the number of students we can enroll.   Root Cause: With having one teacher for each
core, there is a limit on the number of offerings, we can provide. We will need to look at a way to create more offerings across the schedule to keep individual class sizes, while
accommodating more students in the school.  
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Perceptions

Perceptions Summary

 PACE Typically scores in the top of the district in Upbeat surveys

PACE Staff Upbeat Results Score

1Parent/Teacher Communication 89

2Professional Development 100

3Autonomy 100

4Principal/Teacher Trust 100

5Instructional Leadership 100

6School Safety & Order 88

7Appreciation 94

8Collaboration 100

9Work/Life Balance 83

10Resources & Facilities 100

11Self-Efficacy 100

12Evaluation 100

13Teacher Voice & Leadership 96

14Recruitment, Hiring & Onboarding 92
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PACE Staff Upbeat Results Score

15Compensation & Career Path 72

16Belonging & Wellbeing 94

17Diversity 56

18Equity 100

19Inclusion 100

20Cultural Competence 94

21Care & Commitment 97

22Student Engagement 67

23Satisfaction & Purpose 97

Perceptions Strengths

Staff typically feel that they have the opportunity to genuinely, positively impact students lives and success. 
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Priority Problem Statements
Problem Statement 1: Need to increase rate and number of credits earned by each student, with the goal of students graduating in 4 years.
Root Cause 1: 1- Effectively identifying students at the home campuses in time to meet the 4 year goal 2- Continue to increase engagement, as well as remediation and intervention
techniques.
Problem Statement 1 Areas: Student Learning
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment Data Documentation
The following data were used to verify the comprehensive needs assessment analysis:
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Goals
Goal 1: PfISD will recruit, support, and retain teachers and principals.

Performance Objective 1: PACE HS / PCC staff pay will reflect job alike compensation with in the district as well as surrounding district.

Goal 1: PfISD will recruit, support, and retain teachers and principals.

Performance Objective 2: PACE HS / PCC staffing will reflect best practices in relation to student / staffing rations.

Goal 2: PfISD will build a foundation of reading and math.

Performance Objective 1: By June 2024, PACE will increase student engagement and achievement with 100% of students obtaining "Approaches" or
above performance on STAAR EOCs.

Evaluation Data Sources: STAAR results

Goal 2: PfISD will build a foundation of reading and math.

Performance Objective 2: By June 2024, PACE will increase student engagement and achievement with 40% of students obtaining "Approaches" or
above performance on STAAR EOCs.

Goal 2: PfISD will build a foundation of reading and math.

Performance Objective 3: Students will earn an average of 10 credits per year.

Goal 3: PfISD will connect high school to career and college.

Performance Objective 1: By the last Friday in October 2023, PACE will increase campus enrollment to 100 students, and have a waiting list.
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Evaluation Data Sources: Skyward campus enrollment by PEIMS Snapshot (last Friday in October)

Goal 3: PfISD will connect high school to career and college.

Performance Objective 2: During the 2023-2024 school year, PACE will develop a district application review process.

Goal 4: PfISD will improve low performing schools.

Performance Objective 1: By August 2024, PACE will receive state accountability ratings of A-Exemplary Performance in all rated domains.

Evaluation Data Sources: Accountability Ratings
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Addendums
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